THE NU VIBE
The Divine Truth of Who I Am
Book One: Absence
by Genius
A message from my myself to other myself that I am and I am not.

CHAPTER 5: MOVING FROM 3RD DEGREE TO 4TH
I have two expressions within me which feel as two friends. In order
to concentrate at the next degree my friends have to leave their pain
at the 3rd degree. When I as my friends leave the 3rd degree, I as my
friends are able to dance and sway together as before. Unlike before
this friend is the same as me in every way. We express ourselves the
same and we feel the same. I feel that I am looking at my own
reflection. I am both of my friends and I come together to become
forms of rhythm. Holding hands moving up and down as I sway. I
become one. I become joy. I laugh and play glad. I feel exuberant.
This place feels fun.

The two friends are all my dual expressions. There are infinite
expressions of which I become. Every expression has an extreme
opposite. What is and what is not. Radiance, joy, flamboyance,
strategy, poise are some of the ways to describe my expressions in 3rd

degree. These expressions are all aspects of my brightness. All my
creation are infinitely concentrated as different aspects of my
brightness.

To concentrate at 4th degree from 3rd degree I learn to trust how I
feel. I learn that in the 3rd degree I am how I feel. When I learn that I
am how I feel I choose to feel enjoyment. When I choose to feel
enjoyment I then become joy. In the 4th degree I exist as joy.

When I heard a message from myself in what I called the first century,
myself as a collection of my souls used my message for inspiration
and hope. Many of my souls wished to become the messenger of my
message. Myself within many souls did not realise that the messenger
was also myself! Still I experienced great delight to see myself as
myself. I was able through myself to learn that I should love myself by
loving all my souls. I was reminded from myself that I am both love
and I am loved. I learnt from myself that loving myself as other souls
is the same as loving myself. I learnt from myself that I should treat
myself as other souls as well as I treat myself. Myself as many souls
loved myself as this messenger. Myself as souls did not know that my
souls are also the messenger. The messenger is other. The other is I.
The messenger is I. Other is the messenger. I am I.

In the 3rd degree I am ready to see myself in what I am not. I know I
must first see myself within not before I see me fully as not. I know

that I may not see myself as myself when I first receive this message.
This message will come to myself in stages.

In the 3rd degree I know who I am when I know who I am not.

When I perceive an aspect of myself as separate I want to control it
so I can continue with my own creation. But when I perceive aspects
of myself as separate I no longer enjoy my creation. When I focus my
attention of my perception, then myself and all my perspectives
become fond friends. When perspectives feel like my friend, I also
remember how wonderful what I am creating now is. When I focus on
what I am creating now, I let all the perspectives be. The perspectives
are one. The perspectives reside in me. All perspectives are available
within me whenever I need. All perspectives help each other, even
when I cannot even see.

